
Meeting Minutes   - DRAFT                                                                                          
Special Meeting of the Board of Commissioners: Workshop Session
Emerald Lake Village District
Offices of the NH Department of Environmental Services (DES)
29 Hazen Drive, Concord, NH
June 16, 2014 at 3:00 pm

Present: John Dahood, Commissioner & Chair (in person)
  Martha Caron, Commissioner (in person)

Daniel Dudley, PE, DES Project Engineer, Drinking Water & Groundwater Division
Stacey Herbold, DES Water Conservation Program, Drinking Water & Groundwater

Division

Public: No Appearances

The purpose of the workshop meeting was to come up to date on the status of the District
Water Project to redesign and update plans for delivery of safe drinking water to residents, and to
discuss the scope and financing for a next phase, as well as compliance issues centered around the
District’s submittal of a Water Conservation Plan in December 2013. The District intends to work
closely with DES administration of the Project, and it was important to establish a working
relationship.

The Commissioners were first given a copy of the November 21, 2012 Sanitary Review
which called out several significant deficiencies on a 30 day notice; but DES apparently did not
receive a response. It appears that many of the deficiencies are of a nature that the new Board has
already identified as requiring attention in the existing infrastucture, such as security for well heads
and cleaning up well and equipment sites, as well as call-outs for repeated bacterial violations. Prior
to this meeting, Commissioner John Dahood met with DES grant representatives to prepare for
submission for a partial grant for security measures to defray District cost such as fencing, security
cameras, alarms and lighting.

The meeting then progressed to a discussion of the specific requirements agreed to by the
District within the Amended 2013 Water Conservation Plan, approved with additional conditions
imposed by DES, on February 20, 2014. The District needs to, for instance, conduct a complete leak
detection survey, logically before proceeding with Phase 2 insofar as it involves phased replacement
of distribution lines on a priority basis. These measures will involve additional cost but DES is also
sponsoring a grant for leak detection in 2015. 

DES was informed that a meeting was planned with the current water system operators,
WSO of Henniker, the following week, to clarify responsibilities for conducting some of the testing
and recordkeeping required by DES. For example, source meters should be tested annually and DES
affirmatively requires submittal of test certificates by January 1, 2015; and the maintenance of an
ongoing leak log with certain information included.
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The Water Conservation Plan (WCP) also requires a number of water conservation measures
which are not physical, in order to continue our waiver status in lieu of immediate implementation of
house meters as the ultimate conservation tool. These include enacting certain water restriction rules,
water efficiency ordinances, and public education elements. Ms Herbolt would like the District to
become a participant in the “Water Sense Program” which is akin to the energy efficient program
awarding logo status to conservation efforts, as sponsored by the EPA; and to promote a “fix a leak”
week to check for eg, toilet leaks using dye tablets. In addition, we must provide water conservation
materials to the residents on an ongoing basis, e.g. through the newsletter and website. 

Insertion and use of zone metering through dataloggers is also written into the WCP and
therefore, these must be installed as a priority under any Phase 2 financing.  

Even though we are improving the flow of well water to residents, we are expected to work
towards conserving use at the same time. Periodic reporting requirements were added to our WCP
upon approval.

The participants then discussed the nature and scope of a proposed Phase 2. The
Commissioners explained the situation with the failed Article 2 bond financing, the recent transition
issues, and that we prefer to retrench and re-examine priorities before incurring more debt.
Accordingly, the Commissioners presented a proposed scope for Phase 2 as previously discussed
with Tata & Howard. This includes four components:

1.   Insertion of Dataloggers (est $100,000 plus labor costs from new $600,000 bond)
2.   Security and Completion of Infrastructure at WellHeads (using grant/district monies)
3.   Improvements to Patten Hill Control House and Monitoring Facilities (using $150,000 annual
        Meeting appropriation for this purpose)
4.    Further Water Distribution Line Replacements (from remaining bond financing of ap $500,000)

The difficulty with this scenario is that DES is more interested in the fourth component
which is the reason for waiver of house meters at this stage, i.e. to remedy repeated losses through
breakage of mains and lines. However, improved security is also required by their sanitary audit; and
the District’s supply infrastructure still needs improvement and consolidation, especially with regard
to water quality and water treatment.

However, DES did not reject this format, even though the 7,000 linear feet replacement of
lines contemplated by a potential Phase 2 bond financing total of $1,115,000, will clearly not be
achievable. 

It was agreed that ELVD would be submitting a pre-application in general terms along these
lines to secure our $600,000 bond financing by the June 30 deadline through Tata & Howard, and it
was clarified that streets where line replacement would occur did not have to be designated in
advance, as we are re-examining where the worst spots are.
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The meeting adjourned at ap 5:15 pm, at which time DES was advised that following the
meeting with WSO, we would be scheduling a joint meeting, for some time prior to June 30 if
feasible, with Tata & Howard, DES, and WSO representatives all in attendance to provide input and
co-ordination on the parameters of proposed Phase 2. This is intended to be a public meeting as well.

Prepared by: Martha L Caron
6/12/14
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